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Abstract Time profiled association mining is one of the important and challenging research
problems that is relatively less addressed. Time profiled association mining has two main
challenges that must be addressed. These include addressing i) dissimilarity measure that also
holds monotonicity property and can efficiently prune itemset associations ii) approaches for
estimating prevalence values of itemset associations over time. The pioneering research that
addressed time profiled association mining is by J.S. Yoo using Euclidean distance. It is widely
known fact that this distance measure suffers from high dimensionality. Given a time stamped
transaction database, time profiled association mining refers to the discovery of underlying and
hidden time profiled itemset associations whose true prevalence variations are similar as the
user query sequence under subset constraints that include i) allowable dissimilarity value ii) a
reference query time sequence iii) dissimilarity function that can find degree of similarity
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between a temporal itemset and reference. In this paper, we propose a novel dissimilarity
measure whose design is a function of product based gaussian membership function through
extending the similarity function proposed in our earlier research (G-Spamine). Our approach,
MASTER (Mining of Similar Temporal Associations) which is primarily inspired from
SPAMINE uses the dissimilarity measure proposed in this paper and support bound estimation
approach proposed in our earlier research. Expression for computation of distance bounds of
temporal patterns are designed considering the proposed measure and support estimation
approach. Experiments are performed by considering naïve, sequential, Spamine and G-
Spamine approaches under various test case considerations that study the scalability and
computational performance of the proposed approach. Experimental results prove the scal-
ability and efficiency of the proposed approach. The correctness and completeness of proposed
approach is also proved analytically.

Keywords Temporal association pattern . Prevalence time sequence . Dissimilarity . Time
profiled . Transaction database . Temporal databases

1 Introduction

Temporal data mining may be defined as any data mining task that is associated with some
dimension of time. Some of the temporal data mining tasks comprise pattern search and
retrieval, evolutionary clustering, trajectory clustering, spatio-temporal data mining, classifi-
cation, temporal association rules. Of all these temporal data mining tasks that exist, the
problem of temporal association pattern analysis has extensively influenced data mining
research community both from the academia and industry. Conventional association rule
mining (ARM) (http://www.westbrookstevens.com/continuous.htm) [2] targets at retrieving
the set of all hidden rules which satisfy user defined constraints such as support and
confidence. Also traditional association rules do not consider the time and are limited to
discovery of unordered correlations between transaction items of a given transaction database.
Discovery of such interesting hidden rules is extended to temporal databases by associating the
concept of time. These association rules are also called as temporal association rules. Some of
the related works on temporal pattern mining includes Bevent analysis^ [5, 12, 14] such as
exploring regularities in event occurrence and finding the hidden temporal dependence
between events. Given an interval with specified size, [52] discusses frequent episode
mining. A review on sequential pattern discovery [3] is carried by Srikant and Agrawal.
Bettini [14 , 14] consider patterns that are much more complex than those considered in [3, 5,
12, 52]. All these works do not consider itemset lifespan for discovering temporal patterns.
Juan and Gustavo [6] extend the ARM algorithm [2] proposed for non-temporal databases for
temporal context. The temporal association rule mining approach proposed in [6] eliminates
the need to specify the time interval or calendars by introducing the concept of Bitemset
lifespan^. Such a temporal association rule discovers ordered correlations between transaction
items. An algorithm that discovers temporal association rules is called the temporal association
rule mining algorithm (TARM).

Jin Soung Yoo [87] observed that previous research related to temporal data mining are
not suitable for discovering special temporal regulation patterns such as Bseasonal temporal
associations^, Bemerging temporal associations^ and Bdiminishing temporal associations^.
This limitation is addressed initially by Jin Soung Yoo and Shashi Sekhar [84–86] in their
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research. Mining time-profiled temporal associations is the pioneering work by Jin Soung
Yoo and Shashi Shekhar [84–87]. But, these studies [84–87] are only limited to the use of
the Euclidean distance function for the discovery of similarity-based time profiled associ-
ations. This possible space for extending their research inspired us to devise new methods
and approaches for estimating temporal association pattern support bounds, distance
bounds and to propose a novel temporal dissimilarity measure that fits support estimation
expressions and facilitates estimating distance bounds to perform early pattern pruning [8,
21, 58–64, 69]. We now state the time profiled temporal association pattern mining
problem.

Given a time stamped transaction database, time profiled association mining aims at
BDiscovery of time profiled temporal associations that are similar to a given reference query
time sequence such that their support variations of association item sets vary similar to given
query time sequence^ [87]. Time-profiled temporal association mining has implicitly two
important computational challenges. They are i) approaches that can substantially minimize
the total number of true support computations and ii) dissimilarity measure that can accurately
find the similarity between time profiled temporal associations. This work extends our
previous research [8, 21, 59–64] by proposing a novel dissimilarity measure for retrieving
all the possible and valid time profiled temporal association patterns from time stamped
transaction databases.

This paper is outlined as follows: Section 2 explores some of the important and
significant studies related to frequent pattern mining, association rule mining, temporal
association rule mining and time profiled association mining respectively. The proposed
prevalence estimation approach and dissimilarity measure is addressed in section-3 and
section-4 respectively. Section-5 outlines the algorithm design and the time profiled
association mining algorithm. Aworking example is discussed in Section-6. Experimental
results are discussed in Section-7 w.r.t algorithm scalability and performance. Section-8
concludes this paper.

2 Literature review

Historically, summaries of temporal database research that were carried at various research
labs and those that are addressed at various symposiums and workshops were first pub-
lished in ACM SIGMOD record in the year 1982 [57]. The importance of temporal
databases has become evident with IEEE Data Engineering devoting a complete special
issue in the year 1988. Following this, two research papers contributing to survey of
temporal databases [57] are published in the year 1990 and 1992. Some of the significant
algorithms that addressed the discovery of itemset associations in a transaction database are
discussed in this subsection.

2.1 Mining frequent itemsets and association rules in transaction databases

Rakesh Agrawal [4] proposed association rule discovery in transaction database by
introducing AIS and SETM algorithms. Apriori [4] and aprioriTid [2] algorithms that
are addressed for mining frequent itemsets and hidden association rules in a transaction
database are the pioneering work in frequent pattern mining. These algorithms only
consider itemsets that are found to be large in the previous pass and generate candidate
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itemsets in the next pass with out scanning the database. The limitation of apriori (or
aprioriTid) algorithm is that it does not consider the structural properties of frequent
itemsets. Normally, frequent item sets are used to generate association rules. Applying,
apriori [2, 4] generates massive set of association rules eventually consuming more
computational space. Nicolas Pasquier et al. (in year 1999) introduced A-Close which
is based on the closed itemset lattice framework. A-CLOSE [55] reduces the problem of
mining association rules to Bfinding closed frequent items sets^. Using closed frequent
item sets to generate association rules instead of using frequent item sets [2, 4] generates
reduced set of association rules without any information loss.

Algorithms inspired from Apriori have degrading performance when data is not sparse and
generate long frequent patterns. Apriori algorithm utilizes downward closure property [2] and
applies BFS technique that itemizes each and every possible single frequent itemset [55]. The
number of database scans performed is equal to length of the longest possible frequent itemset
and this leads to huge I/O overhead. Also, for a given frequent itemset of length, L there exists
(2L-2) additional frequent itemsets. For a sufficiently large value of L, these algorithms grow
into CPU bound. Vertical mining algorithms proposed for mining association rules have
scalability issue when intermediate vertical transaction ids (Vertical TID) occupy large part
of memory. (Zaki, 2003) proposed a fast-vertical mining algorithm called dCharm for closed
frequent pattern mining [55]. (Grahne and Zhu, 2005) [26] extends FP-growth algorithm
proposed by Han [32] to compute maximal frequent itemsets, closed frequent itemsets by
proposing a new technique called FP-array. The objective of [26] is to reduce the complexity
involved in traversing the FP-tree.

A scalable algorithm for association rule mining called as Eclat algorithm is proposed by Zaki
[88] (in year, 2000) that considers structural properties of frequent items. Eclat aims at I/O cost
minimization and uses lattice traversal technique for discovering frequent itemsets. Following
this, Zaki (in year, 2001) extended Eclat by introducing a vertical mining based approach for
frequent itemset mining called Dclat algorithm [89]. Dclat algorithm uses novel vertical data
representation called Diffset. Cohen [23] addressed correlation based association rule mining that
is applicable for several interesting applications such as clustering web data, finding similar web
documents, colloborative filtering and other data mining related applications.

(Han, 2004) [32] proposed a compressed tree based approach for finding frequent patterns
called FP-tree approach. Advantages of FP-tree approach are i) Generating highly compact FP-
tree that is substantially smaller than original transaction database ii) it overcomes the compu-
tationally costly candidate generation and test process by concatenating the frequent-1 itemsets
present in conditional FP-trees iii) the partitioning based divide and conquer approach reduces
the size of conditional patterns. The FP-tree approach of frequent pattern mining [32] is
extended in [15] which applies recursive elimination principle. The advantage of this approach
is simple tree structure. (F. Zhu et al., 2007) propose Pattern-Fusion [90] approach that gives an
interesting and efficient way to retrieve colossal frequent itemsets. The approach proposed in
[90] discuss ways to overcome dis-advantages of Apriori and FP-tree based frequent pattern
mining algorithms.

Following research of [2] several studies on association rule mining have been addressed that
includes generalized association rule mining [73], multiple-level association rule mining [30],
quantitative association rule mining [74], high-dimensional association rule mining [83], constraint
based andmultiple minimum support based ARM [51, 77] incremental association rule mining [22,
40], parallel association rule mining [1, 54], Collosal Frequent pattern mining [72] for high
dimensioanal datasets, emerging patterns [24], partial periodic patterns [31] but are not exhaustive.
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2.2 Mining temporal association rules

Mining temporal association rules has gained important attention during the last decade. Chen and
Petrounias[18] outlines typical issues inmining temporal association rules.(Juan andGustavo, 2000)
proposed discovery of temporal association rules by extending apriori algorithm and support
concept of apriori to temporal support [6]. The main idea is to introduce notion of time to frequent
items and eliminate the need for specifying intervals thatmust be specified for other approaches [53].
Applying conventional association rule mining (ARM) approach, it is only possible to discover
correlation between data items of transactions in a transaction database without considering ordering
among data items. If ordering constraint is imposed on these transaction data items then the resulting
patterns are termed Btemporal patterns^. Temporal database facilitates to record periodic behavior.
Calendar based association rules (CBTAR), Cyclic association rules (CAR) and Periodic association
rules (PAR) are various periodic temporal patterns. CBTAR are multi-granular temporal patterns
where as CAR and PAR are single time granular. The first contribution for discovering CBTARs is
by [45, 46] that uses level-based apriori. (Wan-Jui Lee et al., 2004) [42]extends the CBTARmining
approach proposed in [45] by proposing an approach that performs database scan only twice.

FP-tree [32]andconstraintbasedapproaches [51,77]arenotsuitable todiscover interestingrules
from publication databases. To facilitate this, an approach for discovery of temporal association
rules from publication databases and causal relationalship between itemsets (that are actually
infrequent) called Bprogressive partioned miner^ [41] is proposed. Ozden, Ramaswamy, and
Silberschatz introduces cyclic association rules [53] that satisfy periodicity. i.e. if a rule does not
hold truefora timeinstance then, forall subsequentcycles italsodoesnotholdtrue.Conversely, ifan
association rule satisfiesat agiven timepoint, then this rulealsoholdsgoodforallothercyclesat that
particular time instant.Most real life patterns are actually not perfect and the objective is to discover
and retrieve all imperfect temporal patterns.Also, all the above discussed research contributions do
not considermultiple time granularities. Hence even a query of the form, Bsecond holiday of every
year^ cannot atleast be addressed.Given a time stamped transaction dataset, the problemofmining
association rules in calendar schema is addressed in [44, 45]. (Tansel and Imberman, 2007) uses
enumeration operation of the temporal relation algebra to generate association rules [76].

Given, an interval-based data [82], (EdiWinarko, 2007) proposed an approach called ARMA-
DA, that is based on maximum gap-constraint for discovering interval based temporal patterns.
ARMADA overcomes limitations of sequential patter mining [75], memory indexing based
sequential patternmining [47], Prefix-Scan [56]. A time-indexing based sequential patternmining
called METISP [48] proposed by (Ming-Yen Lin, 2008) considers time constraints such as
maximum-gap, sliding window, minimum-gap, exact-gap, and duration. METISP [48] builds
time-index sets for improving processing efficiency. Mining frequent patterns in time series
databases and transaction databases have been studied extensively in data mining and most of the
previous research use candidate set generation and test such as apriori which is computationally
expensive. Mining temporal patterns from interval databases is addressed in [19] that proposed
Gaussian based similaritymeasure. Summary, detailed information and implementation of various
dataminingalgorithmsand respectivesyntheticand real timedatasets for sequentialpatternmining,
sequential rulemining, sequenceprediction, frequent itemsetmining, periodic itemsetmining, high
utility pattern mining, association rule mining, time series mining[38, 81], clustering and classifi-
cation is available as open source (http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf).Other important
contributions that are basedon temporal association rules includes temporal association rules based
ontemporal intervaldatausingAllenstheoryin[43], ITARM(Incremental temporalassociationrule
mining) [25], TSET-Miner (event-based sequence mining based on tree data structure) [27],
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TSETFUZZY-MINER (based on fuzzy counting) [28], fuzzy based TARs [20, 39] that are based on
itemset life span,discoveringcalendricassociation rules [72], temporal associations inmulti-variate
time series [91], weighted periodic pattern mining in time series databases [17].

Although, these studies have considered transaction data that is implicitly related to time,
these did not address approaches that can discover special regulation patterns such as Bemerging
temporal patterns^, Bseasonal temporal patterns^ or diminishing patterns which consider Bactual
prevalence similarity .̂ Most of these studies did not address time profiled temporal association
mining that has various applications in stock market exchange, analyzing sales trend in market-
basket, climate measurement (such as temperature, moisture, precipitation etc) to mention some
of them.

Temporal association mining that is based on the similarity function called similarity-based
temporal associationmining (SPAMINE) is one of the important research problemswith pioneering
contribution by Jin Soung Yoo and Shashi Shekhar [84–86]. Although SPAMINE [84–86]
addressed the problem of Bsimilarity-based temporal association mining^ but it was restricted to
the use of Euclidean distance measure. Following research by Yoo [84–86], there exists no
important studies that subsequently addressed this problem except our previous studies [8, 21,
59–64]. In [59], a dissimilarity measure for mining temporal association patterns is proposed.
However, it has a limitation [59], as it is not addressed how deviation value must be computed. It
was simply fixed equal to threshold value. This is overcome in our subsequent contributions by
proposing an expression for computing deviation [11, 65, 68, 78–80] and for choosing proper
threshold value corresponding to the deviation. Studies [21, 66, 67, 69, 70] propose approaches for
estimating supports of temporal association patterns. All these similarity functions may also be
applied to different applications that are related to [7, 9, 10, 33]. Application of similarity measures
for dimensionality reduction and process transformation are discussed in [29, 35, 36, 37].

2.3 Motivation and research scope

It is worth to mention that our research is inspired from [34, 49, 84–87]. Studies [60, 66, 67, 84–87]
that have addressed solutions for mining time profiled temporal associations considered the widely
known Lp norm distance metric. Support time sequences in time stamped transaction databases are
implicitly high dimensional. It is a well-known fact that this Lp norm distance measure (i.e
Euclidean distance for p = 2) falls prey to high dimensionality and is hence not suitable for time
profiled association mining. Some of our previous research [8, 11, 63–65, 68, 78–80] proposed
distance measures for finding similarity between temporal trends and patterns and this research
extends our previous research by proposing a new dissimilarity measure. The difference between
the proposed dissimilarity measure and the previous measures is that the membership function is
product based in contrast to previous measures that are summation based. The similarity function is
designed considering gaussian membership function.

3 Support bound estimation of time-profiled temporal associations

We discuss the proposed support bound estimation procedure in this section. Support estima-
tion of time profiled associations facilitates for early elimination of invalid pattern combina-
tions. It also minimizes computational space and processing time consumed by the pattern
mining algorithm. Table 1 describes various notations that are used in designing expressions
for estimating supports of temporal associations and their associated meaning.
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3.1 Support bound estimation of temporal association

Our approach for finding support limits of itemset associations uses positive and negative
supports of temporal items or itemsets. To estimate support values of time profiled associa-
tions, the set of all temporal pattern combinations possible are divided into two classes. The
first class comprises temporal patterns of size equal to two (i.e |S| = 2). The second comprises
all temporal patterns of size greater than two (i.e |S| > 2).

3.1.1 Generalized expressions for estimating support values at tth time slot

Let, TP and TQ are any two chosen temporal patterns (positive singleton items) then, the
corresponding temporal association pattern generated from these two temporal patterns, TP and
TQ is denoted using the notation, TPQ . Let representations, TPt and TQt

denote support value
for temporal patterns at tth time slot then, TPQt

represents support value of the itemset

association, PQ at tth time slot. Also, notations, �TPt and �TQt
each represent the support value

of negative temporal patterns �TP and �TQ at tth time slot respectively.
The necessary expression to compute the maximum prevalence bound at tth time slot is

given by Eq. (1)

Tmax
PQ ¼ TPt−max 1− �TPt−TQt

� �
; 0

� � ð1Þ

The necessary expression to compute the minimum prevalence bound at tth time slot is
given by Eq. (2)

Tmin
PQ ¼ max 1− �TPt− �TQt

; 0
� � ð2Þ

Table 1 Description of notations

Notation Description of notation used

I finite set of transaction items
N total number of transaction items
n total number of time slots
I itemset or pattern
TI temporal itemset or temporal pattern support
S size of itemset
�TI Negative temporal pattern
TIt Support of temporal itemset, I at tth time slot
P itemset combination of size, (S-1)
Q singleton item of size equal to one
PQ itemset association of size, |S| generated from sizes (S-1) and 1

TPQ
��! Support time sequence of temporal association pattern, TPQ
TPQt

Support of temporal association PQ at tth time slot
Tmax
PQt

Maximum support value of temporal association PQ at tth time slot

Tmin
PQt

Minimum support value of temporal association PQ at tth time slot

Tmax
PQ
��! Maximum possible support time sequence of temporal association pattern, TPQ for ‘n’ time slots

Tmin
PQ

��! Minimum possible support time sequence of temporal association pattern, TPQ for ‘n’time slots
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Equations (1) and (2) together can be represented as Eq. (3)

support bounds TPQt

� � ¼ Tmax
PQt

Tmin
PQt

(
¼ TPt−max 1− �TPt−TQt

� �
; 0

� �
max 1− �TPt− �TQt

; 0
� ��

ð3Þ

Equation (3) gives the generalized expression to find the maximum possible and the
minimum possible support values of the temporal association pattern (TPQ) for a single time
slot (say tth time slot).

3.1.2 Estimation of support time sequence of Level-2 temporal association pattern (Size,
S = 2)

This subsection describes the computation of the maximum possible and the minimum possible
support time sequences of temporal associations. Let, TP and TQ are any two singleton temporal

patterns and their respective true support time sequences over ‘n’ time slots are denoted using Tp
�!

= (Tp1 ; Tp2 ; Tp3 ;…………; Tpn ) and TQ
�!

= (TQ1
; TQ2

; TQ3
;…………; TQn

). The maximum
possible and minimum possible support time sequences of a temporal association for ‘n’ time slots
can be obtained by extending Eqs. (1) and (2) to ‘n’ time slots as given by Eqs. (4) and (5).

Maximum possible support time sequence
�
Tmax
PQ
��!	

The maximum possible support time

sequence of TPQ,for ‘n’ disjoint time slots is denoted by Tmax
PQ
��!

and can be obtained by applying

Eq. (4).

Tmax
PQ
��! ¼ Tmax

PQ1
; Tmax

PQ2
; Tmax

PQ3
;…………………………; Tmax

PQn

� 	
:

where

Tmax
PQt

¼ TPt−max 1− �TPt−TQt

� �
; 0

� �
and 1≤ t≤n ð4Þ

Minimum possible support time sequence
�
Tmin
PQ

��!	
The minimum possible support time

sequence over ‘n’ disjoint time slots for TPQ, is denoted by Tmin
PQ

��!
and is given by Eq. (5),

Tmin
PQ

��! ¼ Tmin
PQ1

; Tmin
PQ2

; Tmin
PQ3

;…………………………; Tmin
PQn

� 	
where

Tmin
PQt

¼ max 1− �TPt− �TQt
; 0

� �
and 1≤ t≤n ð5Þ

3.1.3 Prevalence time sequence bounds (Size, S > 2)

Let, TP and TQ each denote temporal pattern and their respective support time sequences over

‘n’ time slots are denoted by TP
�!

= (TP1 ; TP2 ; TP3 ;…………; TPn ) and TQ
�!

=
(TQ1

; TQ2
; TQ3

;…………; TQn
) and size of TP and TQ is equal to (|S|-1) and 1 respectively.

A temporal association pattern, TPQ is generated from itemset association PQ (or from
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temporal patterns, TP and TQ). Let, Ss(PQ) be the subset itemset of size equal to (|S|-1) and
S(PQ) denotes the singleton item of size equal to 1. It must be noted that, patterns represented
by Ss(PQ) and S(PQ) together form the itemset PQ and the corresponding temporal pattern is
denoted using TPQ, i.e. for some randomly chosen itemset association PQ, we have Ss(PQ) ≡ P
of size is equal to (|S|-1) and S(PQ) ≡Q of size equal to 1 respectively such that Ss(PQ)∩S(PQ)
= ∅ . Here, Ss(PQ) and S(PQ) represents all viable subset combinations possible at level (l-1)
and level-1 using which superset itemset combination PQ at level ‘l’ can be generated.

In general, notations, TSs PQð Þt and TS PQð Þt are used to represent support value of subset
temporal patterns, TSs(PQ) and TS(PQ) at t

th time slot. The support time sequence bounds
(maximum possible and minimum possible) for such temporal associations of size greater
than two are obtained for each time slot by considering every possible subset of size equal to
(S-1), and 1 as discussed below.

Minimum possible support time sequence
�
Tmin
PQ

��!	
The minimum possible support time

sequence of temporal association pattern, TPQ of size equal to |S| (i.e. at level ‘l’) over ‘n’ time
slots is obtained by considering each possible kth subset (i.e. Ssk(PQ)) of size, |S|-1 at previous
level, i.e. (l-1) and singleton item, S(PQ) at level-1 such that Ssk(PQ) ∩S(PQ) = ∅. For
example, consider the itemset XYZ of size equal to 3, then all viable size-2 itemsets are XY,
XZ and YZ and corresponding size-1 itemsets are Z, Y and X. Itemset XYZ may be obtained
by considering any of these three possible combinations. It can be easily verified that {X, Y}∩
{Z} =∅where Ss2(XYZ) ≡ XYand S(XYZ)≡ Z. Equivalently, {X, Z}∩ {Y} =∅ and {Y, Z}∩
{X} = ∅. To find support bounds for temporal itemset XYZ, i.e. TXYZ we must consider all
these viable subset combinations.

Equation (6) represents the support time sequence of temporal association pattern, TPQ(i.e
those obtained from kth possible subset denoted by Ssk(PQ) of size equal to |S|-1) and singleton
pattern S(PQ)

Tk
PQ

��!
¼ Tk

PQ1
; Tk

PQ2
; Tk

PQ3
;……………::; Tk

PQn

� 	
where

Tk
PQt

¼ maximum 1− �TSsk PQð Þt−
�TS PQð Þt

� 	
; 0

n o
and 1e t e n ð6Þ

Support time sequences are obtained by considering individual subset itemset associations
denoted by Ssk(PQ) and S(PQ), utilizing Eq. (6). From these support sequences, the minimum
support time sequence is obtained by considering maximum support value at respective time
slot over all viable subsets of itemset association, PQ.

The minimum support time sequence, TPQ
min

����!
of temporal association pattern, TPQ is given

by Eq. (7)

TPQ
min

����! ¼ Tmin
PQ1

; Tmin
PQ2

; Tmin
PQ3

……………; Tmin
PQn

� 	
ð7Þ

where Tmin
PQt

¼ max
n
T1
PQt

, T2
PQt

,…. ; Tk
PQt

o
and 1 ≤ t ≤ n

Maximum support time sequence, Tmax
PQ
��!	�

The maximum possible support time sequence
of temporal association pattern, TPQ of size equal to |S| (i.e at level ‘l’) for ‘n’ time slots is
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obtained by considering each possible kth subset (i.e. Ssk(PQ)) of size |S|-1 at previous level,
i.e. (l-1) and singleton item, S(PQ) at level-1 such that Ssk(PQ) ∩S(PQ) =∅.

Equation (8) represents the support time sequence of temporal association pattern TPQ
obtained by considering the kth possible subset denoted by Ssk(PQ) of size equal to |S|-1 and
the singleton pattern S(PQ)

Tk
PQ

��!
¼ Tk

PQ1
; Tk

PQ2
; Tk

PQ3
;……………::; Tk

PQn

� 	
ð8Þ

where Tk
PQt

¼ TSsk PQð Þt−max 1− �TSsk PQð Þt−TS PQð Þt
� 	n�

; 0g Þ and 1 ≤ t ≤ n

Support time sequences are obtained by considering individual subset itemset associations
denoted by Ssk(PQ) and S(PQ), utilizing Eq. (8). From these support sequences, the maximum
support time sequence is obtained by considering minimum support value at respective time
slot over all viable subsets of itemset association, PQ.

The maximum support time sequence, TPQ
max����!

is given by Eq. (9)

TPQ
max����! ¼ Tmax

PQ1
; Tmax

PQ2
; Tmax

PQ3
;……………; Tmax

PQn

� 	
ð9Þ

where Tmax
PQt

¼ minimum

(
T1
PQt

, T 2
PQt

,…. ; Tk
PQt

)
and 1 ≤ t ≤ n

In Eq. (9), the representation Tk
PQt

denotes the support value obtained by considering the kth

possible subset itemset combination at tth time slot and Tmax
PQt

denotes the maximum possible

support value of temporal association pattern, TPQ at tth time slot.

3.2 Case study

This section explains our approach discussed in section 3.1 for estimating prevalence time
sequence bounds of temporal association patterns. For demonstrating the computation proce-
dure, a time stamped transaction database generated using IBM data generator [87] as depicted
in the Fig. 1 is considered.

The database in Fig.1 is defined over two-time slots (denoted by T2) and consists of ten
transactions per each time slot (denoted by TD10). The total number of transactions is 20
(D20). The total number of items in finite itemset is three (I3) with average transaction size
equal to two (L2). The dataset can hence be denoted as TD10-D20-I3-L2-T2. As depicted in
Fig. 1, possible transaction items are A, B and C.

Figure 2 shows prevalence values at two-time slots t1 and t2 for level-1 (singleton)
temporal patterns. Notations, TA, TB, TC represent positive temporal pattern and �TA, �TB and
�TC are negative temporal pattern. TA1 , TB1 are positive supports of patterns at time slots t1
and TA2 , TB2 are positive supports of patterns at time slots t2. Similarly, �TA1 , �TB1 are negative
supports at time slots t1 and �TA2 , �TB2 are negative supports at time slots t2.

In subsections 3.2.1 to 3.2.4, our approach for estimating support bounds of temporal
associations is explained for itemset associations AB, AC, BC and ABC.
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3.2.1 Prevalence time sequence bounds for temporal pattern, TAB

Consider the temporal itemset, TAB. The computation of prevalence sequence bounds of
temporal pattern can be obtained by applying Eqs. (4) and (5) respectively. Figure 3 shows
the maximum possible support sequence and minimum possible support sequence for temporal
pattern, TAB.

Maximum support time sequence of TAB, (T
max
AB
��!

) The maximum support time sequence of

temporal itemset, TAB is denoted by Tmax
AB
��!

and can be computed using Tmax
AB
��! ¼ Tmax

AB1
; Tmax

AB2

� 	
where Tmax

AB1
= TA1−max 1− �TA1−TB1 ; 0ð Þ and Tmax

AB2
= TA2−max 1− �TA2−TB2 ; 0ð Þ. In our case,

TA1 =0.6, TA2 ¼ 0.4, TB1 =0.3, TB2 ¼ 0.7, �TA1 = 0.4, �TA2 = 0.6, �TB1 = 0.7, �TB2 = 0.3.
So, Tmax

AB1
= TA1−max 1− �TA1−TB1 ; 0ð Þ = 0.6 – maximum (1–0.4-0.3, 0) = 0.6- maximum

(0.3, 0) = 0.6–0.3 = 0.3. Similarly, Tmax
AB2

= TA2−max 1− �TA2−TB2 ; 0ð Þ = 0.4 – maximum (1–0.6

– 0.7, 0) = 0.4 – maximum (−0.3, 0) = 0.4–0 = 0.4. Hence, Tmax
AB
��! ¼ 0:3; 0:4ð Þ

Fig. 1 Example dataset

Fig. 2 Support values of singleton temporal pattern
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Minimum support time sequence of TAB, (T
min
AB

��!
) The minimum support time sequence of

temporal itemset, TAB is denoted by Tmin
AB

��!
and can be computed using Tmin

AB

��! ¼ Tmin
AB1

; Tmin
AB2

� 	
where Tmin

AB1
= max 1− �TA1− �TB1 ; 0ð Þ and Tmin

AB2
= max 1− �TA2− �TB2 ; 0ð Þ . In the present case, we

have �TA1 = 0.4, �TA2 = 0.6, �TB1 = 0.7, �TB2 = 0.3. So, Tmin
AB1

= maximum 1− �TA1− �TB1 ; 0ð Þ = max

(1–0.4-0.7, 0) = max (−0.1, 0) = 0. Similarly, Tmin
AB2

= maximum 1− �TA2− �TB2 ; 0ð Þ = max (1–0.6 –

0.3, 0) = max (0.1, 0) = 0.1. Hence, Tmin
AB

��! ¼ 0:0; 0:1ð Þ.
It can be verified from Fig. 3, that the true support sequence of temporal itemset, TAB lies

between the maximum possible support sequence (Tmax
AB
��!

) and minimum possible support sequence

(Tmin
AB

��!
) as represented by the shaded region. The shaded region in Fig. 3 is used to represent the fact

that the true support of temporal pattern, TAB can only belong to this region.
3.2.2 Prevalence time sequence bounds for temporal pattern, TAC

The maximum and minimum bound support sequences for temporal pattern, TAC can be
obtained by applying Eqs. (4) and (5) as discussed below.

Maximum support time sequence of TAC,ðTmax
AC
��!

) The maximum temporal support sequence

of temporal itemset, TAC is denoted by T
max
AC
��!

and is computed using Tmax
AC
��! ¼ Tmax

AC1
; Tmax

AC2

� 	
where

Fig. 3 Support bounds for temporal pattern, TAB
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Tmax
AC1

= TA1−max 1− �TA1−TC1 ; 0ð Þ and Tmax
AC2

= TA2−max 1− �TA2−TC2 ; 0ð Þ. Here, TA1 =0.6, TA2 ¼
0.4, TC1 =0.8, TC2 ¼ 0.8, �TA1 = 0.4, �TA2 = 0.6, �TC1 = 0.2, �TC2 = 0.2. So, Tmax

AC1
= TA1−max

1− �TA1−TC1 ; 0ð Þ = 0.6 –maximum (1–0.4-0.8, 0) = 0.6- maximum (−0.2, 0) = 0.6. Similarly, Tmax
AC2

= TA2−max 1− �TA2−TC2 ; 0ð Þ = 0.4 –maximum (1–0.6 – 0.8, 0) = 0.4 –maximum (−0.4, 0) = 0.4–
0 = 0.4. Hence, the maximum possible support sequence of temporal pattern, TAC is given

by Tmax
AC
��! ¼ 0:6; 0:4ð Þ.

Minimum support time sequence of TAC, (T
min
AC

��!
) The minimum temporal support se-

quence of temporal itemset, TAC is denoted by Tmin
AC

��!
and can be computed using Tmin

AC

��!
¼ Tmin

AC1
; Tmin

AC2

� 	
where Tmin

AC1
= max 1− �TA1− �TC1 ; 0ð Þ and Tmin

AC2
= max 1− �TA2− �TC2 ; 0ð Þ . In

the present example, we have �TA1 = 0.4, �TA2 = 0.6, �TC1 = 0.2, �TC2 = 0.2. So, Tmin
AC1

= maximum

1− �TA1− �TC1 ; 0ð Þ = max (1–0.4-0.2, 0) = max (0.4, 0) = 0.4. Similarly, Tmin
AC2

= maximum

1− �TA2− �Tc2 ; 0ð Þ = max (1–0.6 – 0.2, 0) = max (0.2, 0) = 0.2.

Hence, Tmin
AC

��! ¼ (0.4, 0.2). Figure 4, depicts that the true support sequence of temporal itemset,

TAC lies between the maximum possible support sequence (Tmax
AC
��!

) and minimum possible support

sequence (Tmin
AC

��!
) as represented by the shaded region.

Fig. 4 Maximum Support Bound for temporal pattern, TAC
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3.2.3 Prevalence time sequence bounds for temporal pattern, TBC

The prevalence sequence bounds of temporal pattern, TBC can be obtained by applying Eqs.
(4) and (5) as explained below.

Maximum support time sequence of TBC, (T
max
BC
��!

) The temporal support sequence of

temporal itemset, TBC is denoted by Tmax
BC
��!

and can be computed using Tmax
BC
��! ¼

Tmax
BC1

; Tmax
BC2

� 	
where Tmax

BC1
= TB1−max 1− �TB1−TC1 ; 0ð Þ and Tmax

BC2
=

TB2−max 1− �TB2−TC2 ; 0ð Þ. In our case, TB1 = 0.3, TB2 ¼ 0.7, TC1 = 0.8, TC2 ¼ 0.8, �TB1

= 0.7, �TB2 = 0.3, �TC1 = 0.2, �TC2 = 0.2. So, Tmax
BC1

= TB1−max 1− �TB1−TC1 ; 0ð Þ = 0.3–

maximum (1–0.7-0.8, 0) = 0.3- maximum (−0.5, 0) = 0.3–0 = 0.3. Also, Tmax
BC2

= TB2−
max 1− �TB2−TC2 ; 0ð Þ = 0.7 – maximum (1–0.3 – 0.8, 0) = 0.7 – maximum (−0.1, 0) = 0.7–
0 = 0.7. Hence, the maximum possible support sequence of temporal pattern, TBC is

given by Tmax
BC
��! ¼ (0.3, 0.7).

Minimum support time sequence of TBC, (T
min
BC

��!
) The minimum temporal support se-

quence of temporal itemset, TBC is denoted by Tmin
BC

��!
and can be computed using Tmin

BC

��!
¼ Tmin

BC1
; Tmin

BC2

� 	
where Tmin

BC1
= max 1− �TB1− �TC1 ; 0ð Þ and Tmin

BC2
= max 1− �TB2− �TC2 ; 0ð Þ.

Here, �TB1 = 0.7, �TB2 = 0.3, �TC1 = 0.2, �TC2 = 0.2. So, Tmin
BC1

= maximum 1− �TB1− �TC1 ; 0ð Þ =
max (1–0.7-0.2, 0) = max (0.1, 0) = 0.1. Similarly, Tmin

BC2
= maximum 1− �TB2− �TC2 ; 0ð Þ = max

(1–0.3 – 0.2, 0) = max (0.5, 0) = 0.5. The minimum support time sequence is hence given by

Tmin
BC

��! ¼ (0.1, 0.5). The shaded region in Fig. 5 is used to represent the fact that the true support
of temporal pattern, TBC can only belong to this region.

3.2.4 Prevalence time sequence bounds for temporal pattern, TABC

Consider the temporal itemset, TABC. The prevalence sequence bounds of temporal association
pattern, TABC can be obtained by applying Eqs. (6) to (9). Figure 6 shows the maximum
possible support sequence and minimum possible support sequence for temporal association
pattern, TABC.

Maximum support time sequence of TABC, Tmax
ABC

� �
The maximum support sequence of

temporal association pattern, TABC at level-3 is computed by considering all possible size-2
subset patterns of level-2 and singleton patterns at level-1. This gives us three cases.

Case-1: k = 1, Ss1( ABC) =AB, S(ABC) = C i.e. TSs1 ABCð Þ = TAB and TS( ABC) = TC

T1
ABC

��! ¼ T1
ABC1

; T1
ABC2

� 	
¼ TAB1−max 1−TAB1−TC1

� 	
; 0

n o
; T1

AB2
−max 1−TAB2−TC2

� 	
; 0

n o� 	
¼ 0:3−max 1−0:7−0:8ð Þ; 0f g; 0:3−max 1−0:7−0:8ð Þ; 0f gð Þ ¼ 0:3; 0:3ð Þ
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Case-2: k = 2, Ss2( ABC) =AC, S(ABC) = B i.e. TSs2 ABCð Þ = TAC and TS( ABC) = TB

T2
ABC

��! ¼ T2
ABC1

; T2
ABC2

� 	
¼ TAC1−max 1−TAC1−TB1

� 	
; 0

n o
; TAC2−max 1−TAC2−TB2

� 	
; 0

n o� 	
¼ 0:4−max 1−0:6−0:3ð Þ; 0f g; 0:4−max 1−0:6−0:7ð Þ; 0f gð Þ ¼ 0:3; 0:4ð Þ

Case-3: k = 3, Ss3( ABC) =BC, S(ABC) = A i.e. TSs3 ABCð Þ = TBC and TS( ABC) = TA

T3
ABC

��! ¼ T3
ABC1

; T3
ABC2

� 	
¼ TBC1−max 1−TBC1−TA1

� 	
; 0

n o
; TBC2−max 1−TBC2−TA2

� 	
; 0

n o� 	
¼ 0:3−max 1−0:7−0:6ð Þ; 0f g; 0:5−max 1−0:5−0:4ð Þ; 0f gð Þ ¼ 0:3; 0:4ð Þ

TABC
max�����! ¼ Tmax

ABC1
; Tmax

ABC2

� 	
¼ min 0:3; 0:3:0:3ð Þ;min 0:3; 0:4:0:4ð Þð Þ ¼ 0:3; 0:3ð Þ

So; TABC
max�����! ¼ Tmax

ABC1
; Tmax

ABC2

� 	
¼ 0:3; 0:3ð Þ

Fig. 5 Support Bound for temporal pattern, TBC
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Minimum support time sequence of TABC, (T
min
ABC

��!
) The minimum support sequence bound

of temporal association pattern, TABC at level-3 is computed by considering all possible size-2
subset patterns of level-2 and singleton patterns at level-1. This gives us three cases

Case-1: k = 1, Ss1( ABC) =AB, S(ABC) = C i.e. TSs1 ABCð Þ = TAB and TS( ABC) = TC

T1
ABC

��! ¼ T1
ABC1

; T1
ABC2

� 	
¼ max 1−TAB1−�TC1

� 	
; 0

n o
; TAB2−max 1−TAB2−�TC2

� 	
; 0

n o� 	
¼ max 1−0:7−0:2ð Þ; 0f g;max 1−0:7−0:2ð Þ; 0f gð Þ ¼ 0:1; 0:1ð Þ

Case-2: k = 2, Ss2( ABC) =AC, S(ABC) = B i.e. TSs2 ABCð Þ = TAC and TS( ABC) = TB

T2
ABC

��! ¼ T2
ABC1

; T2
ABC2

� 	
¼ max 1−TAC1−�TB1

� 	
; 0

n o
;max 1−TAC2−�TB2

� 	
; 0

n o� 	
¼ max 1−0:6−0:7ð Þ; 0f g;max 1−0:6−0:3ð Þ; 0f gð Þ ¼ 0:0; 0:1ð Þ

Fig. 6 Support bounds for temporal pattern, TABC
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Case-3: k = 3, Ss3( ABC) =BC, S(ABC) = A i.e. TSs3 ABCð Þ = TBC and TS( ABC) = TA

T3
ABC

��! ¼ T3
ABC1

; T3
ABC2

� 	
¼ max 1−TBC1−�TA1

� 	
; 0

n o
;max 1−TBC2−�TA2

� 	
; 0

n o� 	
¼ max 1−0:7−0:4ð Þ; 0f g;max 1−0:5−0:6ð Þ; 0f gð Þ ¼ 0:0; 0:0ð Þ

TABC
min

����! ¼ Tmin
ABC1

; Tmin
ABC2

� 	
¼ max 0:1; 0:0; 0:0ð Þ;max 0:1; 0:1; 0ð Þð Þ ¼ 0:1; 0:1ð Þ

So, TABC
min

����! ¼ Tmin
ABC1

; Tmin
ABC2

� 	
¼(0.1, 0.1). Thus, the minimum and maximum possible

support sequences of temporal association pattern, TABC are TABC
min

����!
= (0.1, 0.1) and

TABC
max�����!

= (0.3, 0.3). The true support of temporal pattern, TABC is (0.3, 0.3).

4 Temporal dissimilarity measure

Problem Definition: Given ′Δ′, TP, and Tq then, two temporal patterns TP, Tq are considered as
similar, if the dissimilarity value denoted by Dtrue

TP ;Tq
does not exceed, Δg.

i:eDtrue
Tp;Tq

≤Δg ð10Þ

4.1 Proposed dissimilarity measure (ASTRA)

Let Tp and Rr be the temporal and reference pattern and their respective prevalence values
at kth time slot are denoted by TPk , Rrk . Their corresponding prevalence time sequences

over ‘m’ time slots are represented using TP
�!

= (TP1 , TP2 , TP3 , ………., TPm ) and Rr
!

=
(Rr1 , Rr2 , Rr3 , ………., Rrm ). The dissimilarity measure introduced in this section is
motivated from the basic Gaussian membership function [34, 50] and is extended using
[11, 65, 68, 78–80]. The dissimilarity measure is defined using Eq. (11),

where, is the membership function given by Eq. (12)

In Eq. (12), σg, Δ and Δ n denote standard deviation, Euclidean distance and normalized
Euclidean distance between temporal patterns which can be obtained by applying Eqs. (13)
and (14).

ð12Þ

ð11Þ
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σg ¼ Δffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lne

1

abs 1−1:3679*Δ
� �

 !vuut
ð13Þ

Δn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Tp1−Rr1

� �2 þ Tp2−Rr2

� �2 þ :………:þ Tpm−Rrm

� �2q
ffiffiffiffi
m

p ≅
Δffiffiffiffi
m

p ð14Þ

Let ′Δ′ be the threshold specified in Euclidean space which represents allowable dissimi-
larity limit between temporal pattern and reference pattern. To find the similarity profiled
temporal patterns, the value of ′Δ′ in Euclidean space is projected to a new space whose value
is computed using expression for Δg given by Eq. (15).

Δg ¼ 1−e−
Δ
σgð Þ2

1:3679
ð15Þ

4.2 Threshold and deviation

4.2.1 Threshold in Gaussian Space

Let Δ is the dissimilarity threshold specified by the user and σg be the standard deviation. The
transformed threshold for new space can be obtained directly from Eq. (11) and is denoted by,
Δg given by Eq. (16).

Δg ¼ 1−e−
Δ
σgð Þ2

1:3679
ð16Þ

4.2.2 Standard deviation

The Euclidean distance between temporal pattern, Tp and reference, Rr considering support at
kth time slot is given by Eq. (17),

Δ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Tpk−Rrk

� �2q
¼ Tpk−Rrk

� � ð17Þ

The Euclidean distance between temporal pattern and reference pattern considering sup-
ports for ‘m’ time slots is given by Eq. (18) and its normalized distance (Δ n) value is given by
Eq. (19). The normalized Euclidean distance always lies between 0 and 1.

Δ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Tp1−Rr1

� �2 þ Tp2−Rr2

� �2 þ :………:þ Tpm−Rm
� �2q

ð18Þ
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Δn ¼ Δffiffiffiffi
m

p ð19Þ

Equation (20) gives the true dissimilarity value between temporal and reference pattern
considering support values for ‘m’ time slots using the proposed measure

Equating (19) and (20), we have Eq. (21)

1−e−
Δn
σgð Þ2

1:3679
¼ Δn ð21Þ

Solving Eq. (21), the expression for deviation is given by Eq. (22),

σg ¼ Δnffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
loge

1

1−1:3679*Δn

� �s ð22Þ

5 Algorithm for time profiled association mining (MASTER)

5.1 Algorithm design concept

Two major challenges that must be addressed when devising the algorithm for time profiled
temporal associationmining are i) Computational space (pattern search space) and ii) Computational
cost (execution time). The first issue is due to the enormous number of itemset associations thatmust
be considered for mining similar time-profiled associations. The second issue is since the execution
time becomes intractable in the process of validating itemset associations for similarity. Our
algorithm for time profiled temporal association mining addresses these challenges by

a) Introducing approach for estimating support limits of temporal itemset support time
sequences

b) Reducing search space of temporal associations by devising a similarity function that
holds the monotonicity property.

Approaches for estimation of support time sequences of itemset associations in a time
stamped transaction database are also proposed by Jin Soung Yoo [84–86], Calders [16].
Inspired from the work of Jin Soung Yoo [84–87] some of our previous research [11, 68, 78,
79] have addressed estimation of prevalence values. In this paper, we use the support
estimation approach discussed in section-3.

5.1.1 Limits of support time sequences

Computing limits or covers of support time sequences of temporal pattern is addressed in
section-3 supported by a detailed case study.

ð20Þ
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5.1.2 Lower bounding distance

The computation cost of temporal pattern mining process can be reduced if we can somehow
prune all the invalid temporal association patterns (i.e those temporal patterns whose dissim-
ilarity value to reference exceeds user threshold) much ahead in the pattern mining process.
This objective is achieved through computing the minimum dissimilarity bound value in
MASTER (pattern mining algorithm) that uses the proposed measure. The basic idea is to
find the value of minimum dissimilarity bound for a given temporal pattern (w.r.t reference)
and if this value exceeds the threshold limit, then the temporal pattern is pruned. This is
because whenever the minimum bound dissimilarity value exceeds the dissimilarity threshold
then, its true dissimilarity also exceeds the threshold limit.

Definition-1 Given a reference support sequence, R
!

= (Rr1 ;Rr2 ;Rr3 ;…………;Rrm ) and the

maximum possible prevalence sequence of an item set, Tmax
I
��! ¼ ð Tmax

I1 ; Tmax
I2 , Tmax

I3 ,

………………,Tmax
Im Þ. let RU

�! ¼ (Rr1 ;Rr2 ;Rr3 ;…………;Rrw ) and

TL
I

�! ¼ ð Tmax
I1 ; Tmax

I2 , ………………,Tmax
Iw Þ be the subsequences of R

!
and Tmax

I
��!

respectively,

where Rrt > Tmax
I t ; 1 ≤ t ≤ w. The maximum possible minimum dissimilarity value between

temporal patterns, R
!

and Tmax
I
��!

, Dulb Tmax
I
��!

; R
!� 	

is defined as D TL
I

�!
; RU
�!� �

.

Explanation: Let D TI
�!

; R
!� 	

denote the true distance between temporal pattern and

reference sequence. For example, when the dissimilarity function of section 4.1 is used then,

In similar lines, the maximum possible minimum dissimilarity between true support
sequence of temporal pattern and reference is

where if Rrk > TIk
max and is equal to 1 otherwise. The

membership function for upper-lower distance bound can hence be considered as .

Definition-2 Given a reference support sequence, R
!

= (Rr1 ;Rr2 ;Rr3 ;…………;Rrm ) and the

minimum possible prevalence sequence of an item set, Tmin
I

��! ¼ ð Tmin
I1 ; Tmin

I2 , Tmin
I3 ,

………………,Tmin
Im Þ. let RL

�! ¼ (Rr1 ;Rr2 ;Rr3 ;…………;Rrw ) and

TU
I

�! ¼ ð Tmin
I1 ; Tmin

I2 , ………………,Tmin
Iw Þ be the subsequences of R

!
and Tmin

I

��!
respectively,

where Rrt < Tmin
I t ; 1 ≤ t ≤ w. The minimum possible minimum dissimilarity value

Dllb Tmin
I

��!
; R
!� 	

between temporal patterns, R
!

and Tmin
I

��!
is defined as D TU

I

�!
; RL
�!� �

.

ð23Þ

ð24Þ
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Explanation: Let D TI
�!

; R
!� 	

denote the distance between temporal pattern and reference

sequence. For example, when the dissimilarity function of section 4.1 is used then, true
distance is given by

On similar lines, the lower-lower distance bound (or minimum possible minimum dissim-
ilarity) is given by

where if Rrk < TIk
min and is equal to 1 otherwise.

The membership function for minimum possible minimum dissimilarity (or lower-lower

bound) can hence be considered as .

Definition-3 Given a reference support sequence, R
!

= (Rr1 ;Rr2 ;Rr3 ;…………;Rrm ), maxi-

mum possible prevalence sequence of an item set, Tmax
I
��! ¼ ð Tmax

I1 ; Tmax
I2 , Tmax

I3 ,

………………,Tmax
Im Þ, and minimum possible prevalence sequence of an item set,

Tmin
I

��! ¼ ð Tmin
I1 ; Tmin

I2 , Tmin
I3 , ………………,Tmin

Im Þ, the minimum dissimilarity bound is defined

by considering the resultant membership function obtained by considering the product of
membership functions obtained when considering maximum possible minimum (upper-lower
bound) dissimilarity and minimum possible minimum dissimilarity (lower-lower bound) bound
computations. The minimum dissimilarity bound is formally represented as

Explanation: When computing the true distance, we consider support values of temporal
and reference pattern for all ‘m’ time slots. However, the computation of lower bounding
distance is a function of upper-lower and lower-lower distance bounds. When computing
upper-lower distance bound, only those support values which satisfy Rrm>T

max
Im at ‘mth’ time

slot is considered and the distance is computed. Similarly, for lower-lower bound only those
pattern support values which satisfy Rrm< Tmin

Im are considered and the distance is found. The

minimum distance bound is computed by considering membership functions of both these
distance bounds. We have, from definition-1 the membership function used as part of upper-
lower distance bound computation given by

ð26Þ

ð25Þ

ð28Þ

ð27Þ
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From definition-2, the membership function used as part of lower-lower distance bound
computation given by

The membership function for minimum dissimilarity bound is given by Eq. (30)

The expression for minimum dissimilarity bound is hence given by Eq. (31)

Lemma-1 Given the maximum possible prevalence sequence, Tmax
I
��! ¼ ð Tmax

I1 ; Tmax
I2 , Tmax

I3 ,

………………,Tmax
Im Þ, minimum possible prevalence sequence Tmin

I

��! ¼ ð Tmin
I1 ; Tmin

I2 , Tmin
I3 ,

………………,Tmin
Im Þ, true support sequence, TI

�!
= (TI1 ; TI2 ; TI3 ;…………; TIm ) of tem-

poral pattern TI and a reference temporal pattern, R
!

= (Rr1 ;Rr2 ;Rr3 ;…………;Rrm ). The
lower bounding distance and true distance holds the inequality,

DLB Tmax
I
��!

; Tmin
I

��!
;Rr
!� 	

≤Dtrue T I
�!

;Rr
!� 	

;if the proposed dissimilarity measure in section 4.1 is

used as a similarity function.
Proof:
According to definition of lower-bounding distance using proposed dissimilarity measures,

it is known that

i:eDLB Tmax
I
��!

; Tmin
I

��!
;Rr
!� 	

¼
1−∏k¼m

k¼1 exp
−

Rrk −TIk
max

σg

� 	2

;Rrk > TIk
max

1 ;Rrk ≤TIk
max

8<
: X ∏k¼m

k¼1 exp
−

Rrk −TIk
min

σg

� 	2

;Rrk < TIk
min

1 ;Rrk ≥TIk
min

8<
:

1:3679
≤

1−∏t¼m
t¼1

exp−
Rrt −TIt

σg

� �2
;Rrk < TIk

min

1 ; else

(
X ∏t¼m

t¼1
exp−

Rrt −TIt
σg

� �2
;Rrt < TIt

1 ; else

(

1:3679

¼ 1−∏t¼m
t¼1 exp

−
Rrt −TIt

σg

� �2
1:3679

¼ Dtrue Tp
�!

;Rr
!� 	

ð33Þ

Thus, the above lemma also holds good for the proposed dissimilarity measure.

ð31Þ

ð29Þ

ð30Þ

ð32Þ
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5.1.3 Monotonicity property of maximum-minimum dissimilarity

Monotonicity property of the support (or prevalence) measure is the most popular
technique which is used to reduce the search space of itemset [11, 68, 84–87]. The
support values of all possible superset temporal itemset (or patterns) of a given itemset
cannot be greater than item set’s support values. Hence, according to monotonicity
property of support measure, if a temporal itemset does not satisfy support threshold,
then all its superset temporal itemset can also be pruned [11, 86]. If we can come up with
an interest measure (or dissimilarity measure) which has the property that is similar to
monotonicity then, the search space of temporal itemset can be reduced, thus achieving
computational efficiency. The supporting argument or proof is discussed below.

Lemma-2 The prevalence time sequence of temporal patterns (or association patterns)
decreases with size of the temporal pattern at each disjoint time slot. i.e. the prevalence value
is monotonically non-increasing.

Proof: The prevalence sequence of a temporal pattern is obtained by considering the
prevalence values obtained from disjoint set of transactions for each time slot. As the size of
temporal pattern increases, the prevalence value of a temporal pattern (or itemset) decreases
w.r.t each time slot. Prevalence sequences obtained for all possible temporal patterns hold this
property. For example, if TI and TJ are two temporal patterns such that J⊆I, then prevalence
(TI) ≤ prevalence (TJ).

Lemma-3 The upper-lower dissimilarity bound (maximum possible minimum distance)
between the true support time sequence of temporal pattern and reference sequence monoton-
ically increases with respect to the size of the temporal itemset.

Proof:
Here, we outline the generalized proof for the monotonicity property of maximum possible

minimum bound dissimilarity value to true prevalence time sequence w.r.t dissimilarity
measure introduced in section 4.1.

Let, R
!

= (Rr1 ;Rr2 ;Rr3 ;…………;Rrm ) and TI
�!

= (TI1 ; TI2 ; TI3 ;…………; TIm ) be the
reference and temporal pattern support time sequences of a size-k itemset, I then the maximum
possible minimum dissimilarity value is given by Eq. (34)

Dulb TI
�!

;Rr
!� 	

¼
1−∏k¼m

k¼1 exp
−

Rrk −TIk
max

σg

� 	2

;Rrk > TIk
max

1 ;Rrk ≤TIk

8<
:

1:3679
ð34Þ

Consider the size, (k + 1) item set, I’ = I ∪ { i’} where I’ ∉ I. The prevalence time sequence

of this temporal pattern is denoted by TI’
�!

= (TI ’1 ; TI ’2 ; TI ’3 ;…………; TI ’m ). From lemma-2,
it is known that the prevalence value of a temporal pattern shows non-increasing behavior with
the increase in pattern size i.e. (TI ’t ) ≤ (TIt ) for any tth time slot. This holds true for all time
slots in case of time stamped temporal database.

So, for any time slot ‘t’, the prevalence value of superset temporal pattern is less than or
equal to its subset temporal patterns. So, if TI’t ≤ TIt , TIt < Rrt and TI ’t < Rrt then, Rrt−TIt ≤
Rrt−TI ’t . This means that
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1−∏t¼m
t¼1

exp−
TIt −Rrt

σg

� �2
;Rrk > TIk

max

1 ;Rrk ≤TIk

(

1:3679
≤

1−∏t¼m
t¼1

exp−
TI 0 t −Rrt

σg

� �2
;Rrt > TI 0 t

1 ;Rrt ≤TI 0 t

(

1:3679
ð35Þ

i.e. Dulb T I
�!

;Rr
!� 	

≤Dulb TI ’t
�!

;Rr
!� 	

.

On similar lines, it can also be proved that, Dulb Tmax
I
��!

;Rr
!� 	

≤Dulb TI ’t
max���!

;Rr
!� 	

. i.e. the

monotonicity of maximum possible minimum dissimilarity to maximum possible prevalence
sequence also holds good.

Example:
For example, consider the case study discussed in section-6, Dulb(TA, R ) = 0.1863, Dulb(TB,

R ) = 0.0518, Dulb(TC, R ) = 0, Dulb(TAB, R ) = 0.3806, Dulb(TAC, R ) = 0.1863, Dulb(TBC, R ) =
0.1, Dulb(TABC, R ) = 0.3806 It can be verified that Dulb(TAB, R ) ≥Dulb(TA, R ) and Dulb(TB, R ),
Dulb(TAC, R ) ≥Dulb(TA, R ) andDulb(TC, R ),Dulb(TBC, R ) ≥Dulb(TC, R ) andDulb(TB, R ). Also,
Dulb(TABC, R ) ≥Dulb(TAB, R ) ,Dulb(TAC, R ) and Dulb(TBC, R ).

This proves monotonicity of proposed dissimilarity measure.

5.1.4 Temporal pattern pruning

We apply the pruning strategies like [11, 66–68, 78, 79, 86] but using proposed dissimilarity
measure. Computational cost of pattern mining process is reduced by performing the pattern
pruning process using minimum dissimilarity bound (lower bounding distance) and monoto-
nicity of maximum possible minimum dissimilarity bound. Pattern pruning is divided into
three strategies

Pruning using subset checkup The first strategy of pruning temporal patterns is through
subset checkup. In this strategy, if the maximum possible minimum dissimilarity bound,

Dulb Tmax
I
��!

;Rr
!� 	

of any subset of a candidate temporal pattern is computed and if this dissim-

ilarity value does not satisfy the threshold constraint then, the candidate temporal pattern is
pruned by using the principle of monotonicity.

Pruning based on minimum dissimilarity bound The second strategy of pattern pruning
is through computing minimum dissimilarity bound value of its maximum and minimum
possible prevalence sequence. A candidate temporal pattern is pruned without the need for
examining the true prevalence of temporal pattern, whenever its minimum dissimilarity bound
exceeds the allowable dissimilarity limit.

Pruning using maximum possible minimum dissimilarity, Dulb Tmax
I
��!

;Rr
!� 	

This strategy
of pattern pruning is applied mainly to reduce the total number of next size candidate temporal
patterns which are otherwise possible during patternmining process. A candidate temporal pattern

is pruned whenever the maximum possible minimum dissimilarity bound, Dulb Tmax
I
��!

;Rr
!� 	

to
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true prevalence sequence of temporal pattern exceeds the dissimilarity threshold value. In this
case, the temporal pattern is not retained for generating higher size candidate temporal patterns.

5.2 Algorithm: MASTER- mining time profiled temporal associations
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Algorithm-2: Pruning_candidate_ temporal itemset_ based_ on_ minimum_ dissimilarity_
bound

Explanation:
Steps 1–3: Generate prevalence time sequences of singleton temporal items and then

determine all similar time profiled singleton temporal items
Initially, all singleton items are candidate items and are of unit size. i.e. G1 . We start

with finding the true support sequences of singleton items. Then, each of these true

support sequences (G1
�!

) are considered and the dissimilarity w.r.t reference sequence,
dSim

(T, R) is computed by applying the proposed dissimilarity measure, i.e. Dtrue
T ; R is
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computed. All singleton temporal items that are found to be similar are retained and are
candidate items for later stage. Also, singleton items that are dissimilar but whose upper-

lower bounding distance Dulb T
!
; R
!� 	

satisfies the dissimilarity threshold, δg are also

retained and become the candidate temporal items for the next stage. It is to be noted that
all items denoted by J1 have their true distances satisfying the dissimilarity threshold and
those denoted by Z1 have their upper-lower distance value satisfying the threshold, δg. At
the end of step-3, all retained items are stored in the result set.

Steps 4–8: Generate the candidate temporal itemset and their corresponding preva-
lence time sequence bounds. Perform pruning based on minimum dissimilarity distance
bound

Wemove to next stage when the set JS-1 is not empty. This includes generating all candidate
items of size (S > 1) denoted by GS by considering the size, (S-1) itemset present in ZS-1. In
case, an item in GS-1 is not an element of ZS-1, the candidate item is pruned by applying
monotonicity property. On contrary, if the itemset in GS-1 belongs to ZS-1, then their prevalence
time sequence bounds (UpperS, LowerS) are generated. From these prevalence time sequences,
the minimum dissimilarity bound is computed. A candidate temporal itemset whose minimum
dissimilarity bound exceeds the threshold limit shall be pruned by applying algorithm-2. Then,
the support values of all candidate itemset are obtained for each time slot by performing the
database scan and then their corresponding support time sequences are generated.

Step 9: Determine similar time profiled temporal associations by applying algorithm-3
The true distances between temporal itemsets and reference are computed and those

temporal itemsets whose true distances satisfy the dissimilarity threshold condition are added
to the result set Rk. For all itemset associations whose true dissimilarity exceeds threshold
constraint but their corresponding maximum-minimum dissimilarity bound satisfies the dis-
similarity threshold constraint, these itemsets are added to Js for next stage candidate itemset
generation. The size of the itemset denoted by S is incremented by 1 i.e. S = S + 1 and the
procedure outlined in steps 6–10 is repeated until the set denoted by Zs

5.2.1 Flow diagram of Temporal Association Mining Algorithm

Figures 7 and 8 represents the flow diagram to discover singleton and non-singleton time
profiled temporal association patterns.

The dissimilarity measures proposed in our earlier works [11, 65, 68, 78–80] and any
of the support estimation approaches in [21, 66, 67] may be used to obtain similar
temporal association patterns. However, in this paper, we choose to use the proposed
dissimilarity measure, ASTRA for retrieval of all similarity-profiled temporal
associations.

5.3 Analytical analysis

The completeness and correctness of proposed dissimilarity measures for time stamped
temporal databases and the computational analysis of the dissimilarity measures is discussed
in the next subsection.
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5.3.1 Correctness and completeness

Correctness refers to dissimilarity measure whereas completeness refers to temporal pattern
mining algorithm [86].

Correctness: Given an allowable dissimilarity limit (threshold) and a dissimilarity func-
tion, the distance value obtained between prevalence time sequences of all temporal patterns
present in the result itemset and the reference must not exceed the allowable dissimilarity limit.
This property is termed as Bcorrectness^ of the dissimilarity measure [85, 86].

Completeness: Given an allowable dissimilarity limit, the ability of the temporal pattern
mining algorithm to output all valid temporal itemset (or temporal association patterns) whose
prevalence time sequences vary similar to the given reference time sequence is called
Bcompleteness^ of the algorithm [84–86].

Lemma-4:

Given a reference time sequence, Rr
!

and an upper bound support time sequence of temporal

pattern, Tp
�!

. The upper-lower bounding distance, Dulb Tp
�!

;Rr
!� 	

and the true dissimilarity,

Dtrue Tp
�!

;Rr
!� 	

holds the inequality Dulb Tp
�!

;Rr
!� 	

≤Dtrue Tp
�!

;Rr
!� 	

:

Fig. 7 Level-1 Temporal Patterns
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Proof:

The true distance obtained between any temporal pattern, Tp
�!

and the reference time

sequence, Rr
!

is given by Eq. (36),

Dtrue Tp
�!

;Rr
!� 	

¼ 1−ℳTp

Rr

1:3679
¼

1− ∏
k¼m

k¼1
e−

1
m

Tpk −Rrk
σg

� �2
1:3679

ð36Þ

The upper-lower bounding distance, Dulb Tp
�!

;Rr
!� 	

considering true support time sequence

of temporal pattern, Tp
�!

and the reference time sequence, Rr
!

is given by Eq. (37),

Dulb Tp
�!

;Rr
!� 	

¼ 1− ∏
k¼m

k¼1

exp−
Tpk

max−Rrk
σg

� �2
;Rrk > Tpk

max

1 ;Rrk ≤Tpk
max

1:3679
ð37Þ

From Eqs. (36) and (37), it is visible that

Dulb Tp
�!

;Rr
!� 	

≤Dtrue Tp
�!

;Rr
!� 	

ð38Þ

if the proposed dissimilarity function is used as a similarity function.

Fig. 8 Pattern Discovery for temporal patterns with size, S > 2
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Theorem-2. Algorithm MASTER is complete.

The MASTER algorithm uses the upper-lower bounding distance, Dulb Tp
�!

; Rr
�!� 	

and the minimum dissimilarity bound, DLB Tp
�!

; Rr
�!� 	

to prune all infeasible temporal

patterns. The algorithm is said to be complete if and only if temporal pattern pruning
performed using these dissimilarity bounds does not miss any valid time profiled
temporal associations to a given reference time sequence. Let TI be any size-k temporal
pattern and TJ is subset of temporal pattern, TI . Further, let δ be the allowable
dissimilarity limit specified by the user in Euclidean space and δg is the allowable
dissimilarity in Gaussian space.

From lemma-3 and lemma-4, the following inequality holds good, i.e. Dulb T J
�!

;Rr
!� 	

≤Dulb

TI
�!

;Rr
!� 	

≤Dtrue T I
�!

;Rr
!� 	

. So, whenever Dulb TI
�!

;Rr
!� 	

> δg holds good then, Dtrue

T I
�!

;Rr
!� 	

> δg is also true. So, the temporal pattern TI cannot be similar w.r.t reference.

The function, generate_candidate_pattern in step-6 of MASTER algorithm, thus does not miss
any valid similar temporal patterns.

Now consider the lower bounding distance. We have from lemma-1, the inequality,

DLB TI
max���!

; TI
min

��!
;Rr
!� 	

≤Dtrue T I
�!

;Rr
!� 	

. This means that if the lower bounding distance,

DLB TI
max���!

; TI
min

��!
;Rr
!� 	

> δg , then Dtrue T I
�!

;Rr
!� 	

also exceeds δg. This proves that the step-

7 of MASTER algorithm does not prune any valid temporal pattern. The second and eighth
step of MASTER algorithm generates true support sequences of temporal patterns from the
time stamped temporal database. Finally step-3 and step-9 computes all similar temporal
patterns whose dissimilarities does not exceed,δg.

Theorem-3. The algorithm, MASTER is correct.
The algorithm is said to be correct as the step-3 and the step-9 of MASTER invokes the

function, compute_similar_temporal_patterns and then discovers temporal patterns in the
result set, only those whose dissimilarities does not exceed, δg.

5.3.2 Computational Analysis

In this section, the computational cost of MASTER to sequential approach [85] is discussed.
Let ΤMASTER and Τsequential respectively be the computational cost of MASTER and sequential
approaches respectively.

Computational analysis for MASTER Let Τgenerate_size_s_candidate_itemsets denote the com-
putation cost for generating candidate itemset of size equal to s, Cs be the set consisting of all
generated size-s candidates, Τgenerate_support_bounds(Cs) is the computation cost for generating
maximum and minimum prevalence bound sequence of size-s candidate itemset,
Τprune_using_lowerbound(Cs) is the computational cost for pruning candidate temporal patterns
using lower bounding dissimilarity value, Cs

′ be the set of all filtered size-s candidate itemset,
Τgen_ supp _seq_true(Cs

′) is the time taken to generate prevalence (or support) sequences of
filtered candidate temporal patterns considering original temporal dataset, DTSDB,
Τcompute_true_patterns(Cs

′) is the computational cost for finding similar temporal patterns of size
‘s’ all those which satisfy the dissimilarity constraint and ‘S’ denotes size of candidate
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temporal pattern which is generated in MASTER algorithm. Then the computational cost of
MASTER is given by Eq. (39)

ΤMASTER ¼ ∑
s¼m

s¼1
½Τgenerate k candidate itemsets þ Τ generate support bounds Csð Þ þ Τprune using lowerbound Csð Þ þ

Τgen supp seqs true Cs
0
;DTSDB

� 	
þ Τ compute true patterns Cs

0
� 	� ð39Þ

Computational analysis for sequential Let, ‘t’ be the number of time slots in time stamped
temporal dataset with Di consisting transactions present in the ith timeslot, ‘n’ be the size of the
largest candidate temporal pattern (or temporal itemset) generated at every time slot, Cs

′′ refers
to size ‘s’ candidate temporal patterns generated at each time slot, Τprune_using_lowerbound′(Cs

′′) is
the computational cost for separating candidate temporal patterns using variable minimum
support threshold values, Τgen_partial_ supp _seqs(Cs

′ ′ ′,Di) is the computational cost required for
scanning the current data subset, Di and to generate partial prevalence sequences until the
current ith time slot of the filtered candidate set, Cs

′ ′ ′.
The sequential approach for obtaining similar temporal patterns repeats the procedure

for generating candidate temporal patterns, performs pattern pruning and filters feasible
and infeasible temporal patterns, and generates partial prevalence sequences of temporal
patterns with increasing candidate pattern size (s). Τcompute_true_patterns is the computation-
al cost for finding all the valid similarity profiled temporal patterns from the available
true prevalence computations. Then, the overall computational cost of sequential method
is given by Eq. (40)

Τ sequential ¼ ∑i¼1;tA ∑
s¼n

s¼1
DΤ generate k candidate itemsets þ Τprune using lowerbound0 Cs

0 0
� 	

þ Τgen partial supp seqs Cs
0 00 ;Di

� 	
]Zþ Τ compute true patterns ð40Þ

Comparison of computational cost for MASTER and sequential approaches Consider
both sequential and MASTER approaches. In sequential approach, ‘n’ is the size of the largest
size of the candidate temporal patterns (or temporal itemset) generated at every time slot.
Similarly, ‘m’ is the largest size of candidate temporal patterns generated in MASTER. The
total number of candidate temporal patterns generated in sequential approach is equal to ∑i = 1,

t∑s = 1, nCs
′′ and this value is greater than ∑s = 1,mCs. Thus, Τgen_partial_ supp _seqs ≫ Τgen_ supp

Table 2 Temporal support
sequences Temporal Support sequences

TA
�! ¼ 0:6; 0:4ð Þ
TB
�! ¼ 0:3; 0:7ð Þ
TC
�! ¼ 0:8; 0:8ð Þ
TAB
��! ¼ 0:3; 0:3ð Þ
TAC
��! ¼ 0:4; 0:4ð Þ
TBC
��! ¼ 0:3; 0:5ð Þ
TABC
��! ¼ 0:3; 0:3ð Þ
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_seqs_true. This is due to the substantial number of candidate patterns generated in sequential
approach. Hence, we can deduce that computational cost of sequential is very much higher
than the MASTER, i.e. Τsequential ≫ ΤG − Spamine even if the MASTER has a computational cost
associated represented by Τgenerate_support_bounds(Cs).

ΤMASTER=Τ sequential≈

∑
s¼m

s¼1

Τgenerate s candidate itemsets þ Τgenerate support bounds Csð Þþ
Τprune using lowerbound Csð Þ þ Τgen supp seq true Cs

0
;DTSDB

� 	
þΤ compute true patterns Cs

0
� 	

2
664

3
775

∑
s¼n

s¼1
t*

Τgenerate k candidate itemsets þ Τ prune using lowerbound0 Cs
0 0

� 	
þ

Τgen partial supp seq true Cs
0 00 ;Di

� 	
0
@

1
A

8<
:

9=
;þ Τ compute true patterns

8<
:

9=
;

ð41Þ

6 Working example

To understand the working of algorithm, we choose to consider the time stamped transaction
database in Fig. 1. The time stamped transaction database is defined over two time slots and
consists of ten (10) transactions in each time slot. The total transactions are twenty (20). The
database is defined over 3 transaction items A, B, C which form the finite set of items.
Supports of each singleton item are computed and represented as a table in Fig. 2.

Table 2 gives the support sequences (true support) of all temporal itemset associations for
each time slot. It can be seen that supports of temporal patterns are multi-dimensional. Since
the number of time slots are two, in the present example, the support sequences of temporal
patterns are 2-dimensional vector sequences. This makes the conventional frequent itemset
mining and temporal association mining algorithm fail.

For the present example, we choose the reference sequence, R
!

= (0.4, 0.6) and a
dissimilarity threshold equal to Δ=0.1. Table 3 gives the dissimilarity values computed by
applying Euclidean distance function and the proposed dissimilarity measure of each temporal
pattern w.r.t reference. In naïve approach, we must find true supports of each pattern combi-
nation and then verify for similarity. This requires 7 true computations. Table 3 depicts similar
and dissimilar temporal pattern.

Table 3 Dissimilarity values

Temporal Pattern Euclidean Proposed Similar

TA
�!

;R 0.2 0.3251 ✗

TB
�!

;R 0.1 0.1 ✓

TC
�!

;R 0.3162 0.5631 ✗

TAB
��!

;R 0.2236 0.3806 ✗

TAC
��!

;R 0.1414 0.1863 ✗

TBC
��!

;R 0.238 0.1 ✓

TABC
��!

;R 0.3366 0.8306 ✗
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To find the dissimilarity values of temporal pattern to the reference by applying the proposed
dissimilarity measure between temporal pattern and reference, we require the value for deviation
and the transformed threshold value. These values can be computed using the expression for
deviation and threshold given by Eqs. (13) and (15) respectively. All patterns whose dissimilarity
value exceeds Δg = 0.1 are dissimilar w.r.t proposed dissimilarity measure. It can be verified that
both these distance functions determine same set of similar temporal patterns.

σg ¼ Δffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lne

1

abs 1−1:3679*Δ
� �

 !vuut
¼ 0:1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

lne
1

abs 1−1:3679*Δ
� �

 !vuut
¼ 0:2607

Δg ¼ 1−e Δ
σg
� �2

1:3679
¼ 1−e 0:1

0:2607

� �2
1:3679

¼ 0:1

We now apply the temporal pattern mining algorithm for this example database. Initially,
we start with computing support sequences for singleton items. The true distance of these

singleton items w.r.t reference are as follows: Dtrue TA
�!

;Rr
!� 	

¼ 0:3251;

Dtrue TB
�!

;Rr
!� 	

¼ 0:1; Dtrue TC
�!

;Rr
!� 	

¼ 0:5631. This gives us that temporal pattern, TB is

the only similar temporal pattern. Since, temporal pattern TA and TC are not similar, we must
compute their maximum-minimum bounding distances to judge whether to retain these pattern
or to prune them. The maximum-minimum bounding distance for these temporal pattern are

DULB TA
�!

;Rr
!� 	

¼ 0:1863; DULB TC
�!

;Rr
!� 	

¼ 0. The distance of TA exceeds the thresh-

old, Δg = 0.1 and hence the temporal pattern TA must be pruned and cannot be retained.
However, temporal pattern, TC is retained as its distance, DULBdoes not exceed the thresh-
old, Δg. Since, TA is not retained all the superset patterns associated with this pattern, i.e. TAB,
TAC, TABC are directly pruned without computing their true support sequences and true
distances. Since, temporal patterns TB and TC are retained, we compute the lower bounding
distance of pattern, TBC by approximating its support time sequence bounds and the distance,

1 2 3 4 5
Items 10 11 12 13 14
Naïve 303.581 632.475 1472.686 2645.335 5467.968
MASTER 37.125 47.344 61.892 76.438 96.798
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Fig. 9 Execution times of naïve and MASTER – varying items
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DLB TBC
��!

;Rr
!� 	

¼ 0:05 < 0.1. Since, DLB TBC
��!

;Rr
!� 	

did not exceed the threshold, its true

support is to be computed. The true distance of this pattern is 0.1 and hence it is considered as
a similar pattern to reference. For this example, using the proposed approach we required only 4
true support computations as against to naïve approach that requires 7 true support computations.
This is the advantage of the proposed algorithm which uses the monotonicity of dissimilarity
measure to prune the invalid temporal associations much early in the mining process.

7 Results and discussions

Experiments are performed on an Intel core -i5 3470 3.24 GHz CPU with 4 GB of memory
running on windows operating system using the temporal pattern mining tool implemented in
Java shown in the Figure 26. The experiments are conducted by considering five different
test cases i) varying transaction items ii) varying time slots iii) varying transactions per time
slot iv) varying threshold and v) true support computations performed. This is done to study
the scalability of the proposed approach w.r.t naïve, sequential [84–86], Spamine [84–86]
approaches. The results obtained proved that the MASTER approach using the proposed
dissimilarity measure has shown comparatively better results to other three approaches that use
the Euclidean distance measure. The improvement in our approach is essentially because of the
proposed approach for support estimation of temporal associations and the proposed dissim-
ilarity measure. The experiment results obtained are discussed below for various test cases.

7.1 Varying number of transaction items

The execution time of proposed approach is compared to naïve [86], sequential [84–86],
Spamine [84–87] and G-Spamine [11] approaches. In our approach, we use the proposed
dissimilarity measure. Other three approaches naïve, sequential and Spamine uses the
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Euclidean distance measure for finding similarity between temporal associations and reference.
The threshold limit chosen is equal to 0.2. The reference sequence is considered over 100 time
slots and each time slot consists of 1000 transactions per time slot. The number of items is
varied from 10 to 14. Figure 9 depicts the graph plotted for execution times of naïve and
proposed approach. It is evident that the proposed algorithm is tractable whereas the naïve
approach shows exponential behavior and has chances of becoming intractable.

Figure 10 depicts the comparison of execution times of naïve, sequential and proposed
approaches over a time stamped temporal database consisting of 100-time slots with 1000
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transactions per time slot for a threshold equal to 0.2. The number of transaction items are
varied from 10 items to 14 items and execution times are recorded. Similarly, the execution
times for spamine and proposed approach are plotted as depicted using graph in Fig. 11. The
comparison of sequential and proposed approaches is depicted using graph in Fig. 12 for 10,
11 12, 13 and 14 transaction items.

Figure 13 depicts the comparison of execution times of Spamine and proposed approach
over a time stamped temporal database consisting of 100-time slots with1000 transactions per
time slot for a threshold equal to 0.2. The number of transaction items considered are 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 25 and 30 items and execution time that are recorded are
plotted as bar graph depicted in Fig. 13.
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7.2 Varying total number of time slots

In the second experiment, we consider varying number of time slots for a constant number of
transactions per time slot equal to 100, threshold equal to 0.2 and number of transaction items
equal to 12. The minimum number of transactions is 50 k and maximum number of
transactions is 200 k. Fig. 14 compares the execution time of naïve and proposed approach.
Figure 15 compares the execution time of sequential and proposed approach. The graph
depicted in Figure 16 compares naïve, sequential, spamine to the proposed approach.
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7.3 Varying total number of transactions per time slot

In the third experiment, the total number of transactions per time slot is varied with the
fixed number of transaction items, number of time slots and threshold. For experimen-
tation, the number of transaction items is 10, time slots are set to 100 and the threshold
value chosen is 0.2.

Figure 17 depicts the execution times of naïve, sequential and z-spamine approaches for
varying transactions per time slot equal to 500, 750, 1000, 1250 and1500. The dotted line
graph indicates the linear and exponential trends of naïve and sequential approaches. The total
number of transactions are 1, 00, 000 defined over 100 time slots. It can be verified that the
proposed approach performs better to sequential and naïve approaches. Both sequential and
naïve uses Euclidean distance measure. The reduction in time taken for the MASTER using
proposed dissimilarity measure to output the result set is due to the reduced number of true
support computations that are performed.

Figure 18 depicts the execution times of Spamine and MASTER approaches for varying
transactions per time slot equal to 500, 750, 1000, 1250 and1500. The proposed approach
performs better to Spamine even as the number of transactions per time slots increase
substantially. Figure 19 depicts the execution times of Spamine, G-Spamine [11] using fuzzy
dissimilarity function in which the membership function is summation based and the proposed
approach MASTER (G-spamine algorithm but with the fuzzy dissimilarity measure whose
membership function is product based for varying transactions) per time slot equal to 500, 750,
1000, 1250, 1300, 1350, 1400, 1450, 1500 and 2000. The proposed approach i.e. MASTER
performs better to Spamine and G-Spamine even as the number of transactions per time slot
increase substantially. It is clearly visible that with increase in number of transactions per time
slot, the proposed approach has an improvement in execution time. For fewer number of
transactions per time slot, the present approach performs at least same as the other two
approaches.
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Figure 20 depicts the execution times of naïve, sequential and MASTER approaches for
varying transactions per time slot equal to 500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1300, 1350, 1400, 1450,
1500 and 2000. The total number of transactions are 1,00,000 defined over 100-time slots and
the number of transaction items are 12. The proposed approach performs better to sequential
and naïve approaches and can be depicted from Fig. 20. The graph plotted in Fig. 21
considering sequential and proposed approach demonstrates the advantage of proposed ap-
proach over sequential approach. The time taken by proposed algorithm is very much less
compared to sequential algorithm.
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7.4 Varying threshold values

The execution times of naïve, sequential approaches w.r.t proposed approach are plotted as a graph
in Figs. 22 and 23 for varying thresholds equal to 0.12, 0.14, 0.16, 0.18, 0.2, 0.22, 0.24 and 0.26.
The number of transaction items considered are equal to 10, 100 time slots and 1000 transactions
per time slot. Finally, the graph depicted in Fig. 24 shows the execution time of all approaches.

7.5 Effect on true support computations

This section outlines some of the results obtained by applying the proposed prevalence
estimation approach in section 2. Figure 25 depicts true support computations required
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for a temporal dataset TD1000-T100-I20 that is random generated. TD indicates number
of transactions per time slot, T is number of time slots, I is the total number of items in
finite itemset. The temporal database generated from IBM data generator [85] comprises
of one lakh transactions. The total number of possible temporal association patterns
possible is 220 which are 1 billion temporal patterns. For example, a database generated
over 10 items has 1024 different possible pattern combinations.

Fig. 23 Sequential vs MASTER – varying thresholds

Fig. 22 Naïve vs MASTER – varying thresholds
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7.6 GUI of Tool devoloped for time profiled association mining

To visualize number of temporal associations for which true supports are computed, number of
retained temporal associations and the temporal trends we have devoloped a pattern mining
tool for similarity based time profiled temporal association mining.

Figure 26 shows the layout of the visual mining tool which has a provision to generate synthetic
time stamped transcation database for a given set of specifications such as (i) number of time slots
(ii) number of transactions per time slot (iii) number of items (iv) threshold (v) reference sequence.
A provision is also made available to choose any available and existing dataset.

Fig. 25 True Support Computations – Naïve vs MASTER

Fig. 24 Varying thresholds – all approaches
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8 Conclusions

One of the two important challenges that need to be addressed in time profiled association mining
are the approaches that can gauge the support bounds of temporal associations and the dissimi-
larity measure that also has monotonicity property. Our prevalence bound computation approach
is designed to be feasible with the proposed dissimilarity measure to hold monotonicity with
respect to lower bounding distance. In this paper, we have also proposed a novel dissimilarity
measure for mining time profiled temporal associations. The dissimilarity measure holds the
monotonicity property with respect to the maximum-minimum distance bound and true support
time sequence of temporal association. The proposed dissimilarity measure considers the standard
deviation and performs the similarity computation in the transformed space and is comparatively
less sensitive to high dimensionality when compared to Euclidean distance. MASTER addressed
in the present research extends G-Spamine by proposing a novel similarity measure. The
completeness and correctness of the proposed algorithm is also discussed analytically. The
computational performance of the proposed algorithm is also compared to sequential approach
analytically. Several experiments are performed by considering various test cases such as effect of
varying thresholds, effect of varying time slots, transactions and transactions per time slot by using
synthetic datasets generated using the IBM synthetic data generator. Experimental results prove
the computational efficiency of the proposed algorithm is better when compared to naïve,
sequential, spamine and G-spamine approaches. In future, this research can be extended by
coming out with new approaches for support estimation and pattern pruning techniques. The
proposed measure may also be applied for all real world applications which requires similarity
value computation.
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